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Nickel: We’re cautiously optimistic, short
term
Strong stainless production from China is the key support to nickel’s
rally. Lower ore inventories at ports are also fuelling concerns over
domestic NPI/FeNi supply. The actual impact is still to be quantified
and there are certainly more curveballs to come

A nickel mine in
Indonesia

Strong recovery in nickel-rich stainless production
Stainless steel production from the world's largest producer, China, has been growing quickly, in
particular, 300-series nickel rich stainless productions are standing out with a relatively better
margin. Production of this series has been maintaining an average of 8.5% YoY since June, and the
current high operating rate at mills suggests that there's potential for further upside in August. 
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Strong stainless production growth in China drives up nickel
demand

Source: Antaike, ING

Elsewhere, Indonesia has seen strong production due to its newly commissioned mills in recent
years as the country is aiming to develop further downstream instead of relying on ore exports.
Mills in Europe and the US have also been resuming production, but the market for stainless
remains weak as demand recovery is still very slow.

Stainless production and prices by region

Source: ISSF, Bloomberg, ING

Ore tightness starts to bite, fueling concerns over domestic raw
material shortage
Nickel literate ore exports from Indonesia have exited the market following the country's policy to
ban ore exports which began and the start of the year. The Philippines is left to do the heavy lifting
as the single largest supplier of nickel ore to China.
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Nickel ore shipments to China from Indonesia and the
Philippines

Source: China Customs, ING

Multiple factors, not least Covid-19, impacted production during the first quarter of 2020; bad
weather has also led to ore production falling significantly. Coupled with disruption to shipments,
exports to China were lower than the same periods last year and they only started to accelerate
from June. Traditionally, ore shipments from the Philippines follow a strong seasonal pattern. The
market is inclined to expect a reduced supply from the country from October as the rainy season
starts. However, ore inventories at Chinese ports have already been running lower, and recent ore
prices have been rising fast.

Higher ore prices along with lower ore inventories

Source: Bloomberg, ING

The implications to NPI/FeNi
The ore tightness could potentially lead to further losses in Chinese domestic NPI (nickel pig iron),
although that's yet to be confirmed. If it does happen, it should add renewed pressure to squeeze
Chinese production market share versus Indonesia supply. One of the key themes in the nickel
industry in recent years has been a fast-rising Indonesia NPI capacity and expected large flows
into China's market to feed the nation’s huge stainless capacities.

The increased consumption of NPI by stainless mills has been at the sacrifice of class 1 nickel
supply over the years. The structural shift comes amid a widened discount of NPI to Class-1 nickel
(cathode etc.). Geographically, the fast development of the NPI business in Indonesia, riding an
abundant on-site ore supply, saw rising flows of NPI to replace ore into the Chinese market,
squeezing market share from local Chinese producers. A collapse in NPI margins has seen a
collective cut of 100kt Ni among Chinese NPI producers so far this year.
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Things have only improved slightly for Chinese NPI producers recently as implied margins have
improved over the last couple of weeks. Strong demand from stainless mills have helped to give an
uplift to the NPI prices, and the discount to Class-1 nickel has narrowed.

Restoring Class-2 discount and Chinese margins

Source: Bloomberg, ING

Rising Indonesia NPI supply to hit the China market, sooner or
later
Strong demand from the stainless sector coupled with an issue with the ore supply looming in
Chinese NPI production mean that things look constructive for the nickel market in the short term.

There are two remaining questions as to whether nickel's rally is sustainable.  First, can the fast
growth in stainless production be maintained? At least in the short term, this could be
true. Expectations are that demand is usually more robust during September/October fowling a
seasonality pattern and that also applies to the rest of industrial metals. Secondly, how soon could
Indonesia boost their NPI exports to China, offsetting the potential supply losses from their local
producers if ore tightness is really an issue?

With many new capacities being commissioned during 2Q20-3Q20, the market had previously
expected rising exports to hit the Chinese market sooner. It could be that this has only been
delayed rather than having disappeared. 


